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$ sudo whoami

CISO Deputy at vente-privee.com since 2016

Before:

Mainly worked as a security expert and auditor.
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Creating a Security Operations Center (Audit logs, alert and PRI)

 
Some criteria :

● It must contain all logs for 3 months and at least 1 year of archiving

● An alarm system (with automation capability)

● Incident Response Plan

● Secured

● Easy to use and contribute

But, the products on the market are expensive and note really what we want!



Creating a Security Operations Center 

● Yes! But open source and scalable!

● Requires very powerful servers or VMs!!!

● A lot of storage may be needed



Creating a Security Operations Center: But where do you start? 

1) Identify the critical points (AD, VPN, Firewall/IDS/IPS, Wifi access, WAF, 

criticals applications, physical access, etc.)

2) Normalize log format and structure! (Syslog, names, keywords, search, graph, etc.)

3) Create detailed alerts

4) Validate incident response plans and automate them as much as possible.

5) Check that everything is working properly (New AD, automate agent 

deployment, statistics on the volume and quality of audit logs, etc.)

6) KPI!!!



Most important points

❏ Do not go too fast: take time for reflection rather than start all over again 10 times.

❏ For a minimum infrastructure it takes at least 6 servers with large capacities 

        (8 TB SSD disk, CPU 8 cores, 64 GB Mem) + Backup and pre-production.

❏ Automation => spend time to save time

❏ Takes time, time and time!



Concretely what we did?



A lot of development...
Kibana plugins to graphically manage and tracking alerts, union 
request...



A lot of development...

to make happy our N1 team :)
               and improve response time.

A smart BOT...

Open Source publication this year (GITHUB, 
projects Robocop, Samaritan and more...)

thanks to our Florian²



Problems encountered

❏ Doing everything yourself also means developing with new versions!

❏ ELK 2.x - 5.x - 6.x => Many major changes (structure, functions, GUI)

❏ Data must be optimized to reduce disk space and network throughput.

❏ IT: The collection agent slows down the server. => 

❏ How to update the agent & server configuration? => Ansible

❏ Interconnection with market solutions (AV, SIEM, Share, O365, AWS, etc.)

❏ Some alerts that seem simple, are very complicated to set up.

❏ If you have a SOC you need a team! => 3/5 employees needed for the durability of the team



Thank you very much!

Any question?

nicolas.hanteville@gmail.com


